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Abstract 

This note presents a preliminary view of what we 
call a "megamodel" i.e. some kind of registry for 
models and metamodels. A megamodel is a model 
of which at least some elements represent and/or 
refer to models or metamodels. An initial charac-
terization of these megamodels as well as a de-
scription of some of their potential usages is 
provided. We are presently experimenting with 
the concept of megamodel in our AMMP envi-
ronment (ATLAS Model Management Platform). 
Some initial application of the concept of mega-
model in the design of such model-driven soft-
ware development platforms will be presented. 
Besides argumenting for the need to use mega-
models in a variety of situations, the paper argues 
on the importance of this concept as an essential 
part of any model-driven software development 
platform. 

1 Introduction 
Similarly to the difference that was noticed in 
1976 by DeRemer and Kron [16] between pro-
gramming in the large and programming in the 
small, we are today experimenting with the need 
to consider separately the activities of modeling in 
the large and modeling in the small. As part of a 
local model management platform, we are build-
ing two main set of tools for modeling in the 
small (model transformation and model weaving) 
and a set of tools for modeling in the large based 
on what we call megamodels.  Megamodeling will 
be considered in this paper as the activity of mod-
eling in the large, i.e. of taking some sort of 
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global view on the considered artifacts, related to 
other possible local views handled in various 
other contexts. We propose here an initial investi-
gation on these important topics. 
In November 2000 the OMG proposed a new ap-
proach to interoperability named MDA™ (Model-
Driven Architecture) [38]. MDA is one example 
of a much broader approach known as Model 
Driven Engineering (MDE), encompassing many 
popular research trends like generative program-
ming, domain specific languages, model-
integrated computing, model-driven software de-
velopment, model management and much more 
[14]. 

The basic principle of model as first class en-
tities has not only the advantage of conceptual 
simplicity. It also leads to clear architecture, effi-
cient implementation, high scalability and good 
flexibility. As part of several projects, open 
source platforms1 are being built with the inten-
tion to provide high interoperability not only be-
tween recent model-based tools, but also between 
and with other legacy tools. 

Connected to such an open platform, tools 
will exchange models. But tools will also be han-
dled as models. A tool implements a number of 
services or operations. Each service or operation 
is also represented as a model. An operation for 
example may also have input and output parame-
ters, each parameter being itself considered as a 
model. The interoperability platform may be or-
ganized as an intelligent model exchange system 
according to several principles and protocols like 

 
1 Through this paper, the word "platform" will mainly 
mean the basic framework allowing all model-
management tools to interoperate. The MDA-based 
meaning of "platform" (as in PIM or PSM) mentioned 
for example in section 3, will be considered as disjoint 
in the context of this work.    
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the classical software bus or even more advanced 
P2P architectures. To facilitate this exchange, the 
platform may use open standards like XMI (XML 
model Interchange), CMI (CORBA Model Inter-
change), JMI (Java Model Interchange), etc. In 
AMMP (ATLAS Model Management Platform) 
three main components are being integrated: an 
environment for the ATL model transformation 
language2, a model weaving tool and support for 
megamodels. We only report in this paper on this 
later capability. In a previous work [10] we identi-
fied the need for a megamodel. However the no-
tion was only briefly mentioned there. Here we 
discuss broader applications of this concept. The 
issues of model transformation and model weav-
ing (modeling in the small) are presented in other 
papers.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
recalls the main characteristics of the MDE ap-
proach. In particular we emphasize the idea that 
the notion of MDE component encompasses fea-
tures related to typing, identification and encapsu-
lation of these components as suggested in [10]. 
Section 3 provides several examples of mega-
models intended for various different goals. Sec-
tion 4 describes model management platforms and 
more particularly AMMP which defines the main 
application context of megamodels in this paper. 
Section 5 tackles the problem of defining meta-
models for megamodels. Section 6 presents re-
lated work and further ideas.  

2 MDA and MDE 
The basic assumption in MDE is the consideration 
of models as first class entities. A model is an 
artifact that conforms to a metamodel and that 
represents a given aspect of a system. These rela-
tions of conformance and representation are cen-
tral to model engineering [6]. When we say that a 
model is composed of model elements and con-
forms to a metamodel, this means that the meta-
model describes the various kinds of contained 
model elements and the way they are arranged, 
related and constrained. A language intended to 
define metamodels and models is called a 
metametamodel. The OMG/MDA proposes the 
MOF (Meta Object Facility) as such a language. 
The Eclipse/EMF metametamodel is called Ecore 
and is compatible with MOF 2.0. This language 
                                                 
2 The ATL engine and IDE will be available on the 
Eclipse GMT project [18]. 

has the power of UML class diagrams comple-
mented by the OCL assertion and navigation lan-
guage. 

There are other representation systems that 
may also offer, outside the MDA strict boundaries, 
similar model engineering facilities. We call them 
technical spaces [24]. They are often based on a 
three level organization like the metametamodel, 
metamodel and model of the MDA. One example 
is grammarware [21] with EBNF, grammars and 
programs, but we could also consider XML 
documents, Semantic Web, DBMS, ontology en-
gineering, etc. A Java program may be viewed as 
a model conforming to the Java grammar. As a 
consequence we may consider strict (MDA)-
models, i.e. MOF-based like a UML model but 
also more general models like a source Java pro-
gram, an XML document, a relational DBMS 
schema, etc. 

One of the most important operations in 
MDE is model transformation. Since a transfor-
mation program Mt is considered as a model, it 
must conform to a given metamodel MMt. The 
transformation let Mt Ma:MMa → Mb:MMb 
produces a model Mb conforming to metamodel 
MMb from a model Ma conforming to metamodel 
MMa. As we can see the metamodels act as types.  

A transformation is a typed operation, but it 
has also some invariants, pre conditions and post 
conditions. All these are expressed in terms of the 
metamodels, possibly extended by constraints 
applying to the metamodels or to the models. 

As a side effect, a transformation may also 
produce a trace model of the transformation exe-
cution. Since there is no standard trace, this model 
is also based on some trace metamodel, either 
generic or specific to a given transformation.  
There are many different usages for traces (code 
synchronization, incremental transformations, etc.) 
and different tools will deal with these traceability 
data in our model management platform. 

3 Motivating examples 
Just to illustrate our purpose, we may start by 
listing a number of situations where one could 
find useful to get macroscopic information on 
models. By macroscopic we mainly mean rela-
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tions that consider models as wholes and not their 
individual elements3.  

One of the classical situations in many areas, 
including the area of software development, is the 
relation between product and process models. The 
process models usually describe who is doing 
what, how and when. It is structured around some 
kind of actors that use or produce various artifacts. 
The product models usually defines the "types" of 
artifacts that can be used or produced by the ac-
tors mentioned in the process model. For example 
a SPEM model may explain how an engineer may 
take as input some UML class diagram and pro-
duce Java classes and interfaces, directly by hand 
or with the help of an automatic transformation 
tool. We see in this situation a relation between 
the SPEM, the UML and the Java metamodels. 

Another well known example of global link is 
the conformance relation that holds between a 
model and its metamodel.  This is often consid-
ered as an implicit link, but we suggest here that 
this could be also explicitly captured in a mega-
model with many advantages. One interesting 
property of this global conformance relation be-
tween a model and its metamodel is that it may be 
viewed as summarizing a set of relations that 
holds between model elements and metamodel 
elements (a relation we often name the "meta" 
relation, see for example [7]). We clearly see here 
the coexistence between global model level rela-
tions and local element based relations [7]. In 
some situations we are not interested at all with 
the local element level relations because the 
global relation provides sufficient reliable infor-
mation on what we practically need. 

Another example is related to transformations 
[26]. Recall that in our MDA landscape, a trans-
formation is a model, conformant to a given 
metamodel. So, if a model Mb has been created 
from model Ma by using transformation Mt, then 
we can keep this global information in the mega-
model. Suppose the transformation model Mt has 
a link to its reverse transformation Mt, then we 
see some interest that could be reaped from this 
explicit information. 

There is a whole set of information that could 
be regarded as global metadata. For example, we 
could associate to a model the information of who 

                                                 
3 Of course this is a relative consideration since we are 
talking also about elements of megamodels. We will try 
later to give a more precise characterization of this 
situation. 

created it, when and why it was created and may 
be what for, who has updated it and the history of 
updates, etc. To a metamodel we can associate its 
goal, the place where we can find its unique origi-
nal definition, alternate definitions, its authors, its 
history, its previous and next versions, etc. These 
are just some examples, but the kind of associated 
information may obviously be much broader.  

The idea of model driven architecture has 
sometimes been presented with megamodels like 
in [10] from where the diagram of Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 are extracted. What is conveyed there is 
that a PSM (Platform Specific Model) is a model, 
in relation with a given PIM (Platform Independ-
ent Model) and with a given PDM (Platform De-
scription Model). From a PIM, it should be 
possible to know which PSMs are available and to 
what platform they correspond. In simple cases, 
the description of the process that produced the 
PSM from the PIM and the PDM could also be 
explicitly defined. Although somewhat idealized, 
these illustrations show how megamodels may be 
used beyond mere documentation of architectural 
and process approaches. 

 

MDA_Model

PIM PSM
business*

 
Figure 1 Basic MDA classification 

 

MDA_Model

PIM PSM PDM

CIM VirtualMachine

business

*

platform

*

 
Figure 2 Extended MDA classification 
 
Of course many other kinds of relations may 

exist between models, beyond PIMs, PDMs and 
PSMs, for example as described in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Other kinds of models 

There is currently an important activity ad-
dressing the model-based modernization approach 
(ADM). As part of this initiative, a first request of 
proposal named KDM (Knowledge Discovery 
Metamodel) has been launched at OMG [42]. This 
may be viewed again as a step going in the direc-
tion of megamodels. As a matter of fact, the prob-
lem consists in making precise and operational 
inventories of various kinds of legacy artifacts in 
order to propose a model-based migration path 
supported by MDA-related tools.  Another set of 
examples could be related to current OMG initia-
tives on model and metamodel portfolios. 

4 Open Platforms for MDE  

4.1 Tool interaction 
The advantage of using a model-based platform is 
that it allows many economies of scale. For ex-
ample model and metamodel repositories may 
handle efficient and uniform access to these mod-
els, metamodels and their elements in serialized or 
any other mode. Transactional access, versioning 
and many other facilities may be also offered, 
whatever the kind of considered model: executa-
ble or not, product or process, transformation, 
business or platform, etc. 

In the late 90's it was suggested to organize 
the cooperation of tools working on models as a 
software bus on which could circulate such enti-
ties as UML models serialized in XMI for exam-
ple ([4], [12]). This view was characterized at the 
time by an organization as described in Figure 4 
for example where the middleware bus could be 
complemented by a semantically richer "Model-
ware" bus. 

 

 
Figure 4 Communicating "Middleware" and 

"Modelware" buses 
We use the notion of a MDE platform as a 

more abstract term than the mentioned buses be-
cause there are a number of ways to implement 
such a platform, one of them could be Modelware 
bus. For example one very promising different 
implementation for a MDE platform could be 
based on a distributed P2P architecture. 

A MDE platform is primarily intended for 
tool integration. Several tools are usually avail-
able on such a platform, mainly: 

• a repository, 
• a transformation tool, 
• a megamodel support, 
• various generic editing tools, 
• general browsing facilities, 
• etc. 
Each time a given tool registers or unregisters 

to the platform, the associated megamodel is up-
dated. There are also plenty of other events that 
may change the megamodel.  

For the sake of simplicity, we shall suppose 
that a platform is local and may be connected to 
other platforms. To each local platform, we sup-
pose there is an associated megamodel defining 
the metadata associated to this platform. 

4.2 Model components 
To identify a given model we could use a three 
level scheme model:a/b/c where a is the 
metametamodel, b the metamodel and c the model. 
This could be seen either as an extension of 
MIME types or as a basis for a URI-naming style 
for MDE. This has the advantage of allowing sev-
eral representation systems to be considered, each 
being identified by its own metametamodel. An 
example could be model:Ecore/UML/Banking.  
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To be handled by the platform, a model com-
ponent should be named and typed. Another issue 
for these model components is packaging. A 
model component should be encapsulated in a 
standard way so that the various tools may easily 
interoperate by sending and receiving these com-
ponents. The current encapsulation standard for 
AMMP is based on the OMG RAS recommenda-
tion (Reusable Asset Specification) [28]. 

Finally the platform will also need to know 
the available tools and services. This is where 
comes the need for megamodels, i.e. models 
which elements represent models, metamodels, 
metametamodels, services, tools, etc. As any 
model, the megamodel is based on a precise 
metamodel. It records the main relations between 
its different entities and also the metadata that 
applies on them. One typical relation is the asso-
ciation of a metamodel to a given model or the 
fact that a metamodel is an extension or a newer 
version of another one. Applying a given trans-
formation to a model may imply finding the 
metamodel for this transformation and an avail-
able transformation tool compatible with this 
metamodel. If none is found, one possibility 
would be to transform the transformation model 
itself, if this is possible. 
 

 
Figure 5 Tool representation in a megamodel 

Each time a tool is plugged into a given plat-
form, it registers for itself and for its supported 
services. This supposes we have a common view 
of what is a tool, which services it implements, 
etc. in a megamodel as illustrated in Figure 5.  

If the tool is a legacy tool, there is an adapter 
to the platform in charge of interfacing and han-
dling these tasks. The local megamodel records 
the local context. Global views of local mega-
models may also be used by local platforms. 

4.3 Use cases for MgM 
There are plenty of possible use cases for mega-
models, as has been suggested previously.  How-
ever usually little attention is given to the 
necessity to define a global view. In order to illus-
trate possible usage scenarios, let us suppose we 
have the following situation. 

We consider a situation where there are two 
MDE platforms installed in specific organizations, 
one in Nantes and one in Oslo for example. 
Within each organization there are different tools 
for capturing (Rational XDE, Poseidon, etc.) and 
storing/retrieving models and metamodels. Some 
tools may also be common. Each platform has 
been initialized in an initial neutral state. From 
there, each time a tool has been plugged or un-
plugged, the local megamodel has been corre-
spondingly updated. Also, each tool has the 
possibility/responsibility to update the local 
megamodel upon achievement of specific opera-
tions. Examples of these operations may be for 
example: 

• When a user has created a model with a 
model capture tool like Poseidon or Ra-
tional XDE 

• When a user has created a metamodel in 
KM34 format with a textual editor 

• When a user has modified a metamodel 
• When a user has created a transformation 

in ATL 
• When a user has created a new model by 

running an ATL transformation 
• etc. 
Let us suppose now a user in Oslo wishes to 

generate a list of contacts in a given database 
from a set of 5000 contacts contained in his/her 
local Microsoft Outlook system. The first action 
would be to look on the local Oslo platform if 
there is an available metamodel for Microsoft 
Outlook.  

                                                 
4 KM3 is a notational convenience in the AMMP plat-
form that allows rapid textual definitions for small 
metamodels. KM3 may be generated rapidly from tools 
like Microsoft Visio.  
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Let us first suppose there is one. Then the 
user will look for a corresponding injector able to 
act as a driver to transform Outlook data into 
MDE formats. If these correspond exactly to 
his/her needs, then they will be used as is, if not 
they will be adapted. After that the user will do 
the same for the target database (metamodel and 
extractor, for example SQL-based). Finally the 
local platform will be interrogated for a suitable 
transformation. If none corresponds, one will be 
built or adapted with the help of suitable brows-
ing/editing tools.  

In case the components are not available on 
the local Oslo platform, then the other platforms 
that have previously established links with the 
Oslo platform will be interrogated, for example 
the Nantes platform. The actions described before 
will be applied on this new platform. Alterna-
tively, the user may consider his/her platform to 
virtually correspond to all components available 
on the Oslo or Nantes platform. 

4.4 Platform architecture 
The approach to defining the model management 
platform architecture in AMMP is iterative and 
incremental. Several investigations like the one 
reported in this paper allow us to elaborate an 
abstract functional view of the requirements.  

From these abstract requirements, there are 
several possible implementations. The most clas-
sical and straightforward one is based on the con-
ventional software bus or tool bus organization. 
The original proposal (see for example [4], [12], 
etc.) was to use a CORBA-like organization to 
organize this bus. In this view, what will circulate 
on this semantic bus will be essentially abstract 
models, for example serialized in XMI. The tool 
bus will consist of standards and protocols for 
connecting tools as well as a set of extended fa-
cilities. This bus will offer high level mechanisms 
for exchanging models and not code. New possi-
bilities for handling operations, services, events, 
transactions, etc. may be easily added to the tool 
bus.  

The software bus view corresponds to the 
present industrial state of the art. Much of the 
work done in the last 15 years on middleware 
technology (e.g. CORBA-like) may be relevant. 
The difference may lie in the need to have a more 
"intelligent" bus, able to handle the increase in 
abstraction corresponding to the move from code 
to models, from IDL to MOF, XMI and OCL. 

Care should be taken that this increase in func-
tionalities does not bring an increase in complex-
ity and execution costs. Instead of basing the 
architecture, in a CORBA-like way, on integrated 
functionalities, we prefer to externalize these 
functionalities as much as possible, with the help 
of metamodel driven tools. The approach sug-
gested here for the handling of model and meta-
model registries with megamodels goes in this 
direction. The first implementation of AMMP 
follows this conventional software bus approach. 

Another possible implementation for a 
model-management platform is more speculative 
and research oriented. Starting from the same 
requirements, we may have a more decentralized 
architecture for this model-management platform. 
The second implementation of AMMP will follow 
this direction and mainly use technologies like 
Peer to Peer (P2P). In this vision we see users 
exchanging models, metamodels, transformations, 
injector and extractor drivers and other MDE 
components like others may exchange songs and 
videos on the Web today. The study of this or-
ganization is just starting, based on standards like 
JXTA [20], but many current investigations have 
shown initial feasibility in related domains [15], 
[27], [32], [35], [36], [37], [40], [43], etc. What 
can be said is that the proposed megamodel ap-
proach fits very well with such a decentralized 
organization. 

5 Metamodels for mega-
models 

From what has been said until now, we may con-
clude that being a model, a megamodel conforms 
to a metamodel. However, there is no unique 
metamodel for all megamodels. 

The important question is thus to define 
metamodels for megamodels. If megamodels are 
going to be used for distributed, shared or col-
laborative platforms, we cannot postulate that all 
these platforms will use the same metamodel. 

The approach taken to this central question in 
our project is again experimental and iterative. In 
a first prototype, we make the assumption of a 
unique standard metamodel. Starting from there, 
we are following two paths for metamodel exten-
sion, one based on a common minimal metamodel 
with integrated extension capabilities and the 
other one on a more complete basis. The existence 
of a full-fledged metamodel extension mechanism, 
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with possibilities for a given metamodel to extend 
several ones will be assumed in this work. 

6 Related Work 
There are currently plenty of activities going on in 
the domain of model engineering. In the motivat-
ing example section we have seen several exam-
ples of using megamodels. However these are 
often local examples and no significant effort is 
usually given in abstracting out the global view.  

As we have also briefly mentioned earlier, 
there are several applications of megamodels in 
technical spaces outside the strict area of MDE. 
Probably the most important is related to XML, 
Web services and UDDI. Many important ideas 
can be borrowed from there. 

In the full version of this paper a survey of 
related work will be provided, mainly in the fields 
of metadata registries, of ontologies and of UDDI 
registries ([25], [41], etc.) 

7 Conclusion 

We have tried to summarize in this paper some 
work done in the context of the AMMP project.  
The three main part of this platform we are cur-
rently developing are a transformation language 
(ATL) and its IDE, a “model weaver” facility that 
may be used as a front-end to the ATL model 
transformer and a global support for megamodels.   
Other tools envisioned are model-editors and 
model-checkers for example. One of our main 
objectives is to set up rich libraries of transforma-
tion components together with their metamodels 
and the corresponding extractors and injectors. 
The wide availability of such components is a 
prerequisite for demonstrating potential reusabil-
ity in the domain of model transformation. In or-
der to achieve this we progressively came to the 
conclusion of the need for a general abstract con-
sideration of the notion of megamodels. The pre-
sent paper has proposed our current vision on this. 
However we are constantly learning from the 
AMMP experimental work and constantly adapt-
ing our views on these notions. Going much be-
yond mere documentation, the notion of 
megamodel is still evolving, but what this work 
has shown is the absolute necessity to consider 
very seriously the task of modeling in the large. 
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